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OXBRIDGE OFFERS REFLECT EXCELLENT
YEAR FOR UCAS

The national deadline for the UCAS process has just closed, with 176 applications from KHS sent to UCAS
and received by universities.
The highlights so far include:
*Four fantastic Oxbridge offers, three for Cambridge and one for Oxford
*Many other impressive Russell Group offers from universities including LSE, UCL, King’s, Queen
Mary, Warwick, Nottingham, Bristol, Manchester, Birmingham, Leeds, Southampton, Liverpool,
Sheffield, Cardiff, Exeter and York
*Offers from highly regarded research-intensive universities such as Bath, Coventry, Surrey, Sussex,
SOAS and Leicester
*An excellent record of offers from local universities that are popular with our students, including
Hertfordshire, Brunel and City
All UCAS applicants received support with personal statements, the online application, student finance and
making their choices. Oxbridge applicants this year had access to a Cambridge residential with Mr Senior,
personal statement and interview support from alumni, mock interviews and support in school and an
interview exchange with Claremont High School Sixth Form. Mock interviews have also been offered to other
students who had been called for interview.
The UCAS process is led by Mr Mitchell and administered by Ms Cox with the support of the Sixth Form
Management and Tutor teams.

Andrew Mitchell, Assistant Head of Sixth Form
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MESSAGE FROM HEADTEACHER
Welcome to the first edition of our newsletter for 2018. Following requests
from parents for more regular information about the school, we will be
issuing our newsletter every month from now on.
Keeping your children safe is a top priority for us and I am pleased to say
that following an external review our safeguarding practices are seen as
strong and students feel happy and safe at Kingsbury High School.
Of course we are not complacent, so please encourage your child to talk
to their Year Leader in school if they feel they need support with a
problem or are concerned about a friend - the sooner we know of an
issue, the sooner we can help. 				
					

Andy Stainton, Headteacher

ANTI-BULLYING IN KHS
Our Year 7 students took part in a whole day workshop based on anti-bullying.
First they watched a performance by the Tip of the Iceberg Theatre group (www.tipoftheiceberg.biz).
The play covered a range of themes including Internet safety and awareness, identity, life changes,
self-esteem, body image, pressure & stress, communication, drugs, and the media. This session was
then followed by workshops and thinking about practical ways we can stop bullying at KHS.
									
										
Paul Fuller, Head of E Systems
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SUCCESS AT CAMBRIDGE UNION
SCHOOLS DEBATING COMPETITION

KHS debaters celebrated a double victory when
two teams (four students) were chosen, after four
closely contested rounds of debating, to
represent the school in the national debating
finals of the Cambridge Union Schools Debating
competition.
The students triumphed in the regional round,
held at Immanuel College, Bushey, and were
successful against opposing schools including
Immanuel, Merchant Taylors’, Habs Boys, QE
Girls and Watford Grammar.
The finalists are, Sara Dehvari/Haider Nazerali
(Head Girl/Head Boy) and Salem Ali/Akira Allman
Other students who represented the school with
distinction were Nicole Khabra, Siham Sahal and
Muriel Gilbertson in Year 12 and Nauman Zahid
in Year 13.
Andrew Mitchell, Assistant Head of Sixth Form

CERN TRIP 2017
On the 27 November, 15 enthusiastic Year 13 students, accompanied by Miss Gonzales and
Mr. Patel went on a trip to CERN in Genève, Switzerland.
CERN is a wonderful example of peaceful cooperation between nations.
The trip to CERN is now a classic in KHS and yet the mature and joyful attitude of the Sixth Formers
has made this year one of the best.
I would like to thank every student for their contagious enthusiasm and Mr. Patel for being such a
good travel companion.
									
Maria Gonzales, Physics Teacher
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LEGAL LONDON

A-level Law students followed what has become an annual tradition by exploring ‘Legal London’,
visiting the UK’s Central Criminal Court, the Old Bailey, and taking a walking tour that included the
Royal Courts of Justice, Chancery Lane, Ede & Ravenscroft Legal Outfitters, Wildy’s Legal
Bookshop and three Inns of Court (Inner Temple, Middle Temple and Lincoln’s Inn), which serve as
the professional associations of barristers.
At the Old Bailey, students observed proceedings from the public gallery of a murder trial involving
several defendants, and the trial of a man accused of terrorism offences. They saw the interaction
of trial judges with barristers and the jury, the cross-examination of witnesses and the presentation
of evidence.
On the walking tour, the students considered the historical links between the legal profession and
the City of London, the workings of the Inns of Court and the representation of the legal profession
in literature. In the photograph the students are standing by a fountain that Dickens included in his
novel ‘Martin Chuzzlewit’ (1844).

CAPGEMINI TALK

Andrew Mitchell, Assistant Head of Sixth Form

A level students were invited to join Mike Proctor from
Capgemini for a talk about the benefits of
apprenticeships. KHS have worked closely with
Capgemini for a number of years and some of our
students have secured themselves an apprenticeship
place with the company.
Mike said : ‘’It was fantastic to come to Kingsbury to
talk to students about the changing perceptions of
apprenticeships and what Capgemini’s degree
apprenticeship could offer. It was great to interact with
students that were so engaged and actively thinking
about their future careers.
The Capgemini degree apprenticeship programme is
open now for applications for 2018. For more
information about the requirements and job roles and
to apply, visit our website.
h t t p s : / / w w w. c a p g e m i n i . c o m / g b - e n / c a r e e r s /
jobs/2018-degree-apprentice-programme/ ‘’
Manisha Sanghani, Associate Head of Faculty - Technology
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ROTARY CLUB COOKING COMPETITION
Samiya and Laura performed exceptionally well in the NW area final of the Rotary Young Chef
Competition .They were highly commended by the host school’s food teacher and distinguished
judges. Samiya qualified for the London District with a second position out of twelve.
All twelve students from six schools were tasked with making and presenting a two course meal for
two that must cost under ten pounds.Each student was expected to demonstrate high cooking skills,
be able to apply food hygiene and safety rules, present dishes to restaurant standard, show some
evidence for nutrition analysis and costing,demonstrate readiness to discuss made dish and be
organised enough to complete task within ninety minutes.
Other participants were Totteridge Academy, Christ College, Compton, Bentley Wood and the host
school Park High.
Uchenna Omale, Food Technology
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KHS DISPLAY ARTWORK REUNITED
WITH THE FAMILY OF NORMAN KADISH,
ART TEACHER
Few people may have noticed the two large murals that hung over the staircase by Tylers Hall at
Kingsbury High School for upwards of fifty years. Now darkened with age, these were painted by
students in their art class under the direction of long-serving art master Norman Maurice Kadish
(1916-1988).
Mr Kadish taught art for a total of 32 years, retiring from Kingsbury in 1981. He began his teaching
career in 1947 at Belmont Secondary School. From there he went to Tylers Croft Secondary Modern
School in Kingsbury where he became Head of the Art Department in 1961. In 1967 this school was
merged with Kingsbury Grammar into a new ‘comprehensive’, the present Kingsbury High School.
Mr Kadish had a reputation as an excellent but strict teacher. He believed in the old-fashioned virtues
of discipline and hard work. He occasionally used corporal punishment on unruly boys. Although he
was out of step with educational theory in the 1960s, he was respected by his pupils.  Besides Fine
Art, he also taught Judo, and was a Blue Belt in the martial art. Nobody dared ‘mess’ in Mr Kadish’s
class!
Contributed by Sharman Kadish, the artist’s youngest daughter
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MUSIC WORKSHOP WITH THE
ENGLISH NATIONAL OPERA
GCSE and A level Music students worked with musicians and set designers from the English
National Opera exploring the main themes and some musical motifs from the Opera Satyagraha
by Philip Glass. The opera is about Ghandi’s early years in South Africa, tracing the progress of his
concept of non-violent protest as a positive force for change.
The students explored several themes including non-violent protest, equality and inequality. They
explored the properties of newspaper and used it to help tell a story - Newspaper is used as an
integral part of the opera’s staging. They also developed their rhythm and melodic skills through the
use of body percussion and voices. The students will be visiting the London Coliseum to watch the
dress rehearsal of Satyagraha on Tuesday 30 January.
Travelling with Thomas Music Workshop
The year 10 Music students worked once again with professional composer Laurel Swift and               
designer Lizzie Watts exploring the Folk musical they are putting together alongside a group of
professional musicians. This is the third out of four workshops the students are taking part in which
involves listening to the music written by Laurel and discussing Lizzie’s designs. The students also
wrote pieces of music based on story which were expertly played by the professional musicians.
Emily Eastmond, Head of Music
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SCHOOL SPORT PARTNERSHIP
NEWS
YEAR 5/6 NETBALL

114 students from across 13 primary schools
turned up to play in this year’s Brent tournament
on a cold drizzly Tuesday afternoon. This was
one of the closest competition we’ve ever had
with two teams tied on point, goals scored and
conceded in the group stages. Followed by
another close game in one of the quarter-final
games where Sudbury and Malorees were also
drawing, after an additional 2 minutes of play and
then a further 3 minutes of “first goal wins”, the
game then had to be decided on a shootout. The
final was close with plenty of chances for both
teams, but Maloreers finished on top after
beating a very strong Maple Walk side who until
then had won all their games. Malorees will
progress through to the London Youth Games as
the Brent representatives.

U13 & U15 GIRLS INDOOR CRICKET
Girls cricket is growing in the borough, numbers during the summer have increased with the indoor
game becoming more of an interest to more schools. Having said that we only had two schools
entered in this years’ event. The Swaminarayan School and KHS sent teams for both age categories
who showed off their hitting skills with numerous 6’s and some excellent fielding.  The Swaminarayan
School won the U13 competition with KHS wining the U15. Both schools will progress through to the
Middlesex Outer Borough final being held at Finchely Indoor Cricket School.

BRENT YEAR 7 INDOOR ATHLETICS
This years’ indoor athletics got off to a good start
at the first meet on Thursday 18 January hosted by
JFS. Schools including JFS, KHS, Wembley and
Preston Manor competed in both track and field
events such as seated throw, speed bounce, short
and medium distance races and relays. There are
two meets in total with the winner being decided
by the school with the most collective points.
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SCHOOL SPORT PARTNERSHIP
NEWS
YEAR 5 YOUNG LEADERS
We delivered the first of our young leaders courses on Tuesday. 10 students from Sinai, Lyon Park
and Uxendon Manor had leadership training delivered by Ms High in the morning. They practiced
leading activities in the afternoon at one of our family festivals where we had 210 Year r 3 students
from Roe Green, Kingsbury Green, Oliver Goldsmith, Fryent and St Robert Southwell. Leaders will
go back to their schools and set up a club for the least engaged and also hold a Year 1/2 festival
within their own school.

POWER OF AN ACTIVE SCHOOL CONFERENCE
70 delegates from across London filled the East View room at Wembley Stadium for the conference
which had local, regional and national partners sharing insight and information into what an Active
School should look like. Obesity, Sports Premium funding, national programmes and initiatives to
create active schools where the main focus of the morning. Two workshops were delivered by the
Youth Sport Trust getting the delegates active and moving, highlighting how you can incorporate
activity across the curriculum. The conference that was put on in partnership with the Public Health
team at Brent Council received positive feedback, with headteachers, governors, PE specialists and
parents feeling inspired by the morning.
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KHS ALUMNI NEWS
Our parters at Future First featured the article below on their website as an example of a great
collaboration of the school and Alumni network.

KHS, BRENT, TELLS ITS STORY
Kingsbury High School is an inner London state school with academy status, in the borough of Brent.
We have over 2000 students, with just over 400 in the sixth form.
We decided to start working with our alumni to enhance the induction programme for new Year 12s.
We wanted the new sixth formers to meet former students who could inspire them, give them the
drive to succeed and set their mind on emulating their successes. The school has a really interesting
history having been in the public eye for all sorts of reasons. For example, it was the set for one of
the original series of Grange Hill! We also have lots of notable alumni, particularly in the arts. George
Michael, jazz musician Courtney Pine and Rolling Stones drummer Charlie Watts all went to
Kingsbury. I started working at the school in 1998 and joined Facebook as a way of keeping in touch
with my former students. What I discovered was that ex-students were doing extraordinary things like
working in the government and in the city as lawyers and bankers. Our proximity to the city was very
helpful for that, we are lucky to be well placed and we have some really talented students. On that
basis I suggested that an Alumni Day become part of the Year 12 induction.
To organise the Alumni Day the first thing we had to do was reconnect with former students. Our
partnership with Future First was crucial in making this happen.
Each year we invite lots of people but we’re always surprised by how many appear! Usually we
can guarantee at least 20-30 from different periods in the school’s history, people going back to
1960s/70s, but also some A-Level students who have just left. This means students can benefit from
the experience of recent leavers who can talk in more depth about A Levels, BTECs, university life
and apprenticeships as well as those who have more experience of specific professions or even
running their own businesses.
Looking at our Year 13s, I can see that the Alumni Day has had an enormous impact on them. It gave
them role models, targets to aspire to and an insight into professions that they might not otherwise
have considered. Students formed relationships which meant that they became part of a larger
network, in some cases this even led to work experience placements. One thing we’re very proud of
is that we are a state school but we have an incredibly strong networks so our current students know
that they’re following in great footsteps.
Andrew Mitchell, Assistant Head of Sixth Form

PARKING NEAR THE SCHOOL
We are writing to all parents in relation to parking in the residential roads near to the school.
While we know that most parents park their cars with due consideration to others, we have been
advised by a number of local residents that this is not always the case.
We have received an increasing number of complaints from local residents regarding cars being
parked inconsiderately by parents when dropping off and collecting students. The complaints include
unauthorised parking on private driveways, blocking private driveways by parking across the driveway, parking on double yellow lines and on corners leading to traffic jams and dangerous situations.
The local residents who have made these complaints have advised that they are taking photographs
of all offending vehicles and will be sending the details of their complaint to either the police and  / or
Brent council.
If you do park your car near the school when dropping off or collecting students, please can we
request that you take care not to obstruct residents or other road users and thus also avoid the
possibility of fines or enforcement action being taken against you or your vehicle by police or Brent
Council Officers.
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SAFEGUARDING MESSAGE OF THE MONTH
Staying safe online
Make sure geo-location is disabled to keep their whereabouts private. To help your child understand
how this will help keep them safe, you can:
•
•
•
•

Explain why it’s important that they never share personal information with people they don’t know
online.
Remind your child to come and talk to you if someone or something online is making them feel
uncomfortable.
Be clear that your child should never ever meet someone face to face without your consent or you
present, and that the young gorgeous person they’ve been chatting to could easily be someone with
bad intentions.
For Snap Chat your child’s settings need to be on Ghost mode to ensure that their location is not
visible to others.

Social Media App of the Month - Whatsapp under the spotlight
With over 800 million average users, WhatsApp has become one of the most used messaging apps.
There are three settings to manage what information is shared:
•
•
•

Everyone - This option will show last seen, your profile photo and status to all users of Whatsapp
My contacts - Last seen, profile photo and status content will only be available to your child’s        
contacts from their address book.
Group Chats

Whats app has a group function which allows users to chat to up to 100 people in a group.
Group conversations usually take place between friends. But sometimes, users can be added to a
group where they don’t know everyone else. Even if fellow users in the group aren’t contacts, they will
still be able to see messages your child posts in the group, and your child will be able to see theirs.
Likewise, if they’re added to a group with someone they’ve blocked, the blocked person will be able
to contact them there. Therefore, it’s possible they could see or be contacted by someone they don’t
know and could be vulnerable to content posted by this person. In a Whatsapp group your child will
have no control of what is shared within the group, images or conversations. If appropriate content is
shared within that group then by your child receiving that message, they would be in possession of
inappropriate content and if deemed necessary the police could seize their phone. Group chats have
also been an area of cyber bullying among young people, where groups of young people can torment
others, and are again breaking the law through malicious communications.
If you would like any further information about social media, guides to different apps please do not
hesitate to contact us.
Please ensure that any concerns are immediately reported so that we can support our students
and ensure that KHS is a safe environment for our students.

Sarah Purtill, Head of Safeguarding

KHS KEY DATES
30 January 2018
5.30pm - 8.00pm
Year 12 Parents’ Evening
2 February 2018
Excel Day
6 February 2018
5.30pm - 8.00pm
Year 11 Parents’ Evening
8 February 2018
4.00pm - 5.00pm
Friends and Family Concert
                                              12 - 16 February Half Term
19 February 2018
Inset Day
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